
Symbolic presentation of phonetics

• // - phonetic transcription

• /d:/- cardinal vowel

• hit- as in four

• hi- as in mother

• /as/- front vowel between open and mid as in cat

• l\l- as in pin

• l\\l as in see

• l\l as happ^

• /u/- as in put

• Ihl- voiceless glottal fricative as in house

• 111- glottal plosives as in butter

• Ixl- as in red

• l\l- voiceless alveolar plosive as in tea

• Id/- voiced alevlor plosive lady

• /a/- cardinal vowel as in cup
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The project focuses on the extent which the Yorkshire accent changes after an

individual moves away

Abstract

Differences in accents arise due to several factors. Difference in accents are likely to

increase, with the pronunciation of vowels, consonants, the stress of syllables, the

representations of initial, medial and terminal position with words such as butter, etc.

This project focuses on the Yorkshire accent, which has recently gone through some

changes such as the development of/a/ from /u/, discussed by Trudgill.

The project will consider the hypothesis: To what extent does the Yorkshire accent

change after leaving the county? Other factors that will be considered are class

background, occupations and external influences such as what the individual exposes him

or herself to.

Several frameworks have been devised to allow a concise analysis of the data. A detail

analysis of the vowels, /a/ and /u/, will be followed by linguistic analyses of the post

vocalic A7.

Effective comparisons will be made by using books such as, Trudgill English Accents

and dialects, as the main references for the analysis. Transcripts of speakers who are

resident Yorkshire speakers will be used as a controlled group where the analysis can be

drawn from.

Introduction

An accent is the way a phoneme is pronounced in a particular area or in a particular

social group. The focus of this project lies within the Yorkshire accent as it is such a

distinticve accent within Britain. It is one of the biggest counties in the UK divided into

North, South, East and West Ridings, and it has been argued as not being one accent.

Taking the addition of a person's personal idiolect into considertaion, it would make the

acccent more distinctive. This project looks at the extent to which the Yorkshire accent

changes after the indivudal who used to live in Yorkshire moves away. Therefore it will

look at which aspects of the Yorkshire accent are retained, modified or changed

completely and what has influenced this change.

A sub hypothesis would be to look intensively at the main factors hindering someone's

ability to maintain their Yorkshire accent. One main component would be what to look at

that is directly influecing their accent. This could include where they live now, their

occupation, other locations where they've lived where they've lived after leaving

Yorkshire and their social class.



Some of the analysis will include frameworks which will include a detailed look at

comparing vowels such as /u/ and /a/ which are distincive features of the Yorkshire

accent, the vowels /ae/ and /a:/, consonants, /h/, dipthongs such as /su/. All this will be

done by comapring the features of the non-resident Yorkshire speakers to a controlled

group oftwo resident Yorkshire speakers.

Method for linguistics extended project

On collecting my data, I downloaded a speaker on youtube with a Huddersfield accent,

talking about accent variations within the Yorkshire accent the software real player. After

transcribing her speech, her recording became the template from which the other speakers

would have to read from, but with more words added. I recorded three teachers in my

college who born in Yorkshire and had lived in Yorkshire for almost 20 years the first

part of their life. Additional information, were later gained from all the speakers such, as

their native language, how long they've lived outside Yorkshire, what other places they

have lived, their occupation, and their age. For the last speaker featured in this project, a

website, where many accents are featured reading the same passage. With this, the same

process of downloading and transcription was used.

The speakers were coded, SI, S2, for the speakers who are still resident within Yorkshire,
and S3, S4, S5 were the speakers who are no longer resident of Yorkshire, but were born

there and lived a considerable amount oftheir life there.

I transcribed the data using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), after downloading
the software from UCL phonetics centre. I also downloaded the software speech analyser

in order to listen to the data more accurately and to single out phoneme that are hard to

listening to as my ears were not attune to the Yorkshire accent.

With the books such as, English accents and dialects by Arthur Hughes and Trudgill, I

devised frameworks from reading the books for analysis.



The vowel ItJ and /u/

Table showing variations of the representations of the vowel ItJ and hi in the

words upload and but by five speakers who originate from different part of

Yorkshire

fig.l

si!

S2

S3

S4

S5

/uplo:/

/Aplo:d/

/uplod/

/uplaud/

/bu?/

/bu?/

/bA?/

/bD?/

Research has shown the vowel, /u/ as in put is used more consistently within the

Yorkshire accent and many northern accent such as Lancashire than the vowel, ItJ as in

cup. This is evident in the data, as from the five speakers transcribed only S3 who is from

Whitby, north east Yorkshire pronounced upload as l\p\o:d/ with the IrJ phoneme

whereas the other speakers pronounced it as /uploid/ with the expected northen hi. This

maybe part of her idiolect which has developed from her profession as a teacher, or

perhaps the fact that she hasn't lived in Yorkshire for the past 25years, and has had no

external influences of the Yorkshire accent. Proving, one might have to live within

Yorkshire where communication is constant to maintain this aspect of the accent.

This supports the argument put forward by Trudgill who insists the Yorkshire accent is

more complimentary of the /u/ phoneme instead of the ItJ. However, my hypothesis is to

investigate whether by not living in the Yorkshire county one can still maintain its

accents after moving away for such a time. Thus as S3, deviated from this phoneme, this

can give evidence in supporting my hypothesis to an extent.

Out of all the non- resident Yorkshire speakers, S3, has spent the most time out of

Yorkshire but has had only the accent of Estuary English as the main influence to her

accent, whereby S4 and S5 have being influenced by counties such as Reading and

Brighton that of which resembles Estuary English accent the standard in London

Regional RP. Within Estuary English, the phoneme ItJ and /u / are both present and

distinctive, therefore S3 may have adopted the /a/ phoneme as it is distinct in this accent,

and as a result replaced the northern /u/ she was use to.

This gives an insight into my hypothesis, as, S2 of Yorkshire resident and S3 surprisingly

pronounces the conjunction but with the typical Yorkshire /u/ as in /bu?/ whereas

speaker 4 and 5 pronounces it as, /bA?/and /bo?/ respectively.

' Speaker! did not have a word in the transcript which included the phoneme u in the initial or medial position



S5's adoption of the phoneme /d/ as in got is a typical southern Yorkshire feature and as

the speaker is from Sheffield, South of Yorkshire it may give substance to this concept.

This may also give a strong indication of the concept of personal idiolect and what

influences it. S5, who has only lived in Reading and until then London since leaving

Sheffield, is the furthest away from the expected /u/ which is featured in the Yorkshire

accent. Justifying this may be challenging, however, one must take into the consideration

the fact that Sheffield is deep into south of Yorkshire and close to places such as

Manchester and Leeds, and therefore this might have an impact on S5's pronunciations.

The pronunciations of vowels within any accent is what helps define or distinguish it

from other accents to an extent, therefore the fact that it varies within all the speakers

within the data indicate the other towns such as Reading, London and Nottingham where

some of the speakers had lived for more than three years, may have had a strong impact

on their Yorkshire accent than it was first expected.

The vowel, /a/ is said to be a relatively recent phoneme in the Yorkshire accent, haven't

developed from the northern /u/ and Arthur Hughes, claims this new addition of vowel

hadn't yet spread to northern accents such as Yorkshire, however, S3 representation of

this vowel questions it to an extent.



Vowels /ae/ and /qi/

Table showing various representation of the vowels /ae/ and /a:/ in the word parts

and ask by five sneakers who originate from different parts of Yorkshire

Fig 2

SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

ask

parts

parts

parts

parts

/sesk/

/paeits/

/pse:ts

/pa:?/

/pa:?/

The expected representation of the vowel in the above table is /as/ within theYorkshire

accent. This is a much shorter a than the typical RP accent /a:/ as in arm.

Out of the speakers, S3 from Whitby, North East Yorkshire pronounces the word part

with an elongated /ae:/ as /paeits/. Similarly, SI, who has always lived in York in the

South of Yorkshire, adopts the same feature of elongating the vowel, with /a?:sk/.

Nonetheless, the rest of the speakers, S4 and S5 use the more typical RP phoneme, /a:/.

This reflects on their occupation as teachers. Also, this coincides with a recent study"
which found out the Yorkshire accent has started to resemble the RP accent and people

with this accent are regarded as more intelligent.

S3, who out of the non-resident Yorkshire speakers has been away from Yorkshire the

longest keeps this pronunciation of the short a. The BBC accent is close to the RP
pronunciations, and according to the linguist J.C Wells this is the usual standard for
teachers to have, hence the fact S4 and S5 use the more RP phoneme as it is their

profession.

" Bath Spa University (see biblography)



The vowel /p/ to /o:/

Fie 3

Table showing the various representation of the phoneme /o:/ in the words store and

so bv five speakers who originate from different part of Yorkshire

SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

store

so

so

so

so

/stD:/

/so:/

/so:/

/so:/

/so:/

Table showing the various representation of the phoneme /au/ in the words eo bv

five speakers who originate from different part of Yorkshire

SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

go

go

go

go

go

/go:/

/go:/

/gu:/

/go:/

/go:/

Table showing the various representation of the diphthong /au/ in the words snow

and upload bv five speakers who originate from different part of Yorkshire

'SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

snow

upload

upload

upload

upload

/sno:/

/uplo:/

/Aplo:d/

/uplo:d/

/uplaud/


























